For plastic containers

PUSH-LOCK TM
CAPS

Push-Lock™ cap, the all-plastic
tamper-evident drum
closure overcap designed to
directly lock onto our range
of Push-Lock™ compatible
PLASTIPLUG™ plastic plugs.
This cap/plug-combination is
independent from and able to
accommodate a varying range
of drum necks.

Available in two sizes, G2.5 and G2, Push-Lock caps
ﬁt onto our complete range of Push-LockTM
compatible (PLC) PlastiplugTM plugs. Locking directly
onto the plastic plug enables the Push-LockTM cap to
accommodate widely varying drum neck profiles and
molding irregularities. This is because it relies
completely on the precision ﬁt of the injection
molded cap and plug.

Chamfer for guidance

The all-plastic Push-LockTM cap takes “Easy on / Easy
off” to a new level. No tools of any kind are required.
The Push-LockTM caps are efficiently and securely
pushed onto the plug by hand. This system ensures
protection against pilferage or substitution of the
drum’s contents. Pushed-on Push-LockTM caps can be
effortlessly and conveniently removed by hand.
Cap locked in
for security

For easier application, PLC plugs have chamfered
wrench-nocks that better position and center the
locking feet of the Push-LockTM cap.

Push-LockTM compatible PlastiplugTM plastic plugs
- BCS G2x5
PLC - Buttress threaded plastic plug
- BCS G2x11.5 PLC - NPS threaded plastic plug
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Color options:
• Manufactured from PE, the standard PushLockTM cap is supplied in either natural or white
color.
• Subject to minimum order quantities a full
array of colors and custom designs is available.
• The Push-LockTM caps can also be printed with
your Company logo or message about the
drum contents.

- BCS 56x4
- BCS 70x6

PLC - Buttress threaded plastic plug
PLC - Buttress threaded plastic plug

Advantages:
✓ Prevents dirt ingress and contamination.
✓ The product is all plastic, no rust and no sharp
edges.
✓ Easy push-on by hand, no tools required for the
application of the cap.
✓ Easy and ergonomic removal of the cap,
pull-off by hand, no tools required and product
stays in one piece.
✓ Printable and tamper-evident.

For more information, samples or a quotation, please contact your Tri-Sure® More Than Closures worldwide Sales and
Support center. Tri-Sure®, Tab-Seal®, 4s®, UNI-GRIP®, ULTRA-BOND®, Poly-Vent®, Plastirob® are registered trademarks.
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